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	Injectable Fillers in Aesthetic Medicine, 9783540239413 (3540239413), Springer, 2006

	Fillers in Aesthetic Medicine is an excellent and comprehensive overview on the clinical use of fillers in aesthetic medicine. It is designed to assist dermatologists as well as plastic surgeons in the aesthetic medical treatment of their patients.


	Based on evidence-based medicine guidelines, the first part of the book describes the most common fillers, the characteristics of their substance as well as their efficacy and safety.


	In a step-by-step approach the second part shows how to use the fillers for the most common indications of the aging face, such as: glabella, nasolabial folds, cheeks, lips, and marionette lines.


	All specific aesthetic procedures such as enhancing cheekbones or raising nose tips are described with a hands-on approach.


	Last but not least, the third part includes useful information on relevant combination therapies, i.e. combining fillers with botulinum toxin A, with peeling/lasers as well as plastic surgery.
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Intensive Care of the Adult with Congenital Heart Disease (Congenital Heart Disease in Adolescents and Adults)Springer, 2019

	
		Dedicated to the critical management of acutely ill adults with congenital heart disease, this comprehensive book discusses the many challenges faced in the management of these patients, who require intensive inter- and trans-disciplinary care. It provides the first universal review of the practical management of patients with these...



		

Perception-based Data Mining and Decision Making in Economics and Finance (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2007

	The primary goal of this book is to present to the scientific and management
	communities a selection of applications using more recent Soft Computing (SC)
	and Computing with Words and Perceptions (CWP) models and techniques meant
	to solve the economics and financial problems. The selected examples could also
	serve as a starting point...


		

Coping with Caveats in Coalition Warfare: An Empirical Research ProgramPalgrave Macmillan, 2018

	This book develops a framework for analysis, and a set of research strategies, to better understand the conditions and mechanisms involved in the considerable use of caveats by states contributing militarily to coalition operations. In the professional language of military servicemen, security analysts and decision-makers, “caveats”...




	

Building Cisco Remote Access NetworksSyngress Publishing, 2000
Citrix MetaFrame can deliver Windows-based applications to any user, anywhere regardless of network connection, LAN protocol, or client operating system. Configuring Citrix MetaFrame for Windows 2000 Terminal Services is written for system administrators who are deploying Citrix MetaFrame in a Windows 2000 environment. It examines MetaFrame's...

		

UFO Secrets Inside Wright-Patterson: Eyewitness Accounts from the Real Area 51New Page Books, 2019

	
		“Carey and Schmitt show that good, old-fashioned investigative reporting is still alive and well.” —Cheryll Jones, former anchor, CNN News

	
		The true nature of what actually crashed in Roswell, New Mexico, in 1947 remains classified. Only a select few have ever had access to the truth about what...



		

Mobile Messaging Technologies and Services: SMS, EMS and MMSJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Building on the success of the first edition, Mobile Messaging Technologies and Services offers extensive new and revised material based upon the latest research and industry developments. While early implementations targeted person-to-person messaging, MMS has now evolved to facilitate such requirements as the mass delivery of...
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